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Procedures to follow when registering for a non-BOCES workshop/conference: 
  
All event requests must be submitted at least three weeks prior to the event date to ensure audit 
compliance. Any event submitted less than three weeks prior, is subject to business office approval. 
• Must notate who is paying for the event...Curriculum or building? This will determine who is responsible for 

the PO. Please list ALL expenses associated with event (e.g. registration fee, meals, mileage, hotel, parking, 
train…etc). 

• Copy of MLP print-out & registration form is needed to open PO. 
• District/audit compliance is for district to pay directly all applicable expenses through direct billing of PO to 

vendor. Try to avoid reimbursements as these need approval from Business Office prior to event attendance. 
• After the event has completed, must mark the MLP form “complete” with final line-item costs to trigger the 

final approval. Must provide itemized/detailed receipts, mapquest mileage print out from work-to-event and 
proof of attendance with completed “final approved” MLP print-out. **attach “Reimbursement Claim Form” (if 
applicable)** 

• Conference Reimbursement Information: The district policy doesn't state rates so we have to comply with NY 
State.  You must have detailed/itemized receipts for review. As of 09/2016, the maximum reimbursement 
rates are as follows:   Breakfast: $15       Lunch: $18     Dinner: $25 
 Mileage Rate: $0.545/Mile (need MapQuest or Google Maps or any other Maps/Directions print out from 

work to event) 
 
Once initial approval is secured in MLP, the person needs to register for the course/workshop. They will 
have to do either of the following: 
 
(1) Register, if the vendor accepts the registration prior to receiving a PO from the district.  (Example: 
PESI, sometimes, will hold the spot pending receipt of the PO, but the individual needs to call them to 
register.) 
 

• In the scenario above, they can print a registration form, complete it and forward it to either Pat 
or Dolly (along with a confirmation email or confirmation reference number) in order for us to 
prepare the PO and send it to the vendor. 

 
(2) If the vendor won’t hold the spot until they receive a PO from the district, then they need to provide 
either Pat or Dolly, with all pertinent registration forms and information to complete the PO/registration 
process. 
 

• If hotel accommodations are needed, the individual needs to reserve (or at least provide us with 
the information as to dates, accommodation type, etc.).  They can pre-reserve and then Pat would 
complete the hotel registration/PO process.  

 
In both scenarios, the individual needs to let Pat or Dolly know so that they are aware the registration 
needs to be finalized at our end. NOTE: Entering the information on MLP does not automatically trigger 
a registration or hotel accommodation. It is the responsibility of each individual attending a workshop 
or conference to ensure that all registrations and applicable accommodations are secured.   
 
If there are further questions, please reach out to Pat or Dolly for assistance. 
 
We hope this helps! 
 
 
Pat Way-Townes 
Dolly Reynoso-Solana 


